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Before I start - some terminology

Potentially Harmful App (PHA) - Our own term meaning apps that might 

be harmful to user or device

Term both wider and narrower than “Malware”. Together with universally 

harmful categories (trojans, ransomware, billing fraud), it includes 

non-malicious rooting, which is intentional yet still harmful.



Over 1.4 billion users worldwide

~ 2 million apps weekly scanned by Google’s Android application scanner

100% coverage of Google Play and growing off-Play coverage

Less than 0.5% of all devices have a known PHA
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Building a feedback loop

Improve 
security features

Collect 
ecosystem’s 

feedback with 
SafetyNet

Provide security services to 
user 

Ongoing feedback process

Ongoing development

● Security settings

● Feature use

● Warnings and prompts

● Granting privileged access

● PHA removal



Protecting Android users against harmful apps

Billions of choices
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Choice  #1 : To Play or not to Play?
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Choosing Google Play is 10x safer
Daily % of devices with known PHAs (except non-malicious rooting) for past 3 months
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Countries with most devices with known PHAs

Iran: 2%

India: 2.6%

Indonesia: 2.4%

Global average: less than 0.5%

Based on  data from second half of 
2015:
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Choice #2: Stay safe in the wild
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● Has been available since 2011

● Same scanning backend as Play

● 1.4 billion users enrolled (by 

consent)

● Able to block install

Verify Apps 
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Graph: categories with lowest CTR vs categories with highest CTR

High and low clickthrough rates by category

CTR - percentage of 
warnings ignored by users 
in second half of 2015

Planned install of PHA by 
users
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Verify Apps UX improvement

Previously warnings required extra 
click to verify user is aware the app is 
dangerous to activate “Install” option
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Verify Apps UX improvement

New warning dialog 
makes safer choice more 
intuitive for the user

Up to 50% less users are  
installing PHAs when warned with 
the new dialogs.
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Campaigns as we see them - In actual numbers
News headlines:

securityweek.com 

itpro.co.uk 

securityaffairs.co/

http://www.itpro.co.uk/security/25965/androidlockdroide-ransomware-could-affect-67-of-devices
http://www.itpro.co.uk/security/25965/androidlockdroide-ransomware-could-affect-67-of-devices
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Campaigns as we see them - In actual numbers
News headlines:

securityweek.com 

itpro.co.uk 

securityaffairs.co/

Worldwide downloads: less than 1000
Confirmed installs: None

http://www.itpro.co.uk/security/25965/androidlockdroide-ransomware-could-affect-67-of-devices
http://www.itpro.co.uk/security/25965/androidlockdroide-ransomware-could-affect-67-of-devices
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Spotting anomalies in the wild:

Site claiming users should ignore security 
warnings (and disable AVs) because “It’s 
hacked software”

Actually distributes bank phishing trojan
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Chrome:

● Adding extra layer of 
protection against 
potentially dangerous 
downloads

● Also protects against 
browser-based phishing 
and social engineering 
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Choice #3: Keep it or remove it?
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What uninstall data tells us

● Not all Verify Apps on-device scans result in user uninstalling a malicious 
app

● Do users really want to keep PHAs, or are there other factors that get in 
their way?
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Example: Bank Phishing in Russia

Phase 1

Daily warnings for devices with tracked PHA families
between January 1st 2015 and September 1st 2015

Phase 2 - removal

01/2015                    03/2015                          05/2015                                 07/2015                             09/2015

● Warned
● Blocked
● Warning 

ignored
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Device admin abuse

● PHAs commonly use Device Admin to make 
uninstall more tricky to user

● In May 2015 we started using Intent Firewall to 
intercept  
ACTION_DEVICE_ADMIN_DISABLE_REQUES
TED 

Impact?
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Example: Bank Phishing in Russia

Phase 1

Daily warnings for devices with tracked PHA families
between January 1st 2015 and September 1st 2015

Phase 2 - removal

01/2015                    03/2015                          05/2015                                 07/2015                             09/2015

Device Admin disabled

● Warned
● Blocked
● Warning 

ignored
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To sum it up: 

● Verify Apps can override persistency features of most known PHAs
● We can use auto-removal when user is in danger, but use it sparingly
● Verify Apps allows us to get a bigger perspective and understand ongoing 

trends in exploitation and abuse

* Estimation based on statistics for PHAs that are blocked. Excludes Ransomware.
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Conclusion: Staying aware
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Conclusion: Staying 
aware
Bigger picture

● Potentially Harmful Apps

● Compromised security model 

(rooting,  SELinux status)

● Device protection with lockscreen 

password

● Device encryption

● Exploitation and abuse attempts 

(premium SMS, device admin, 

dynamic permissions)



LET'S TALK?
security@android.com

Learn more:

Android Security State of the Union - https://goo.gl/D7QUm8 


